Introduction {#Sec1}
============

The integrated Young interferometer (YI) "immuno sensor" that is discussed in this chapter is one example of a whole class of so-called integrated optical (IO)-based chemical and immuno-sensors. In the past several types of IO sensors have been developed, including waveguide-based sensors such as interferometric sensors[@CR1]--[@CR6], grating couplers[@CR7], resonant mirrors[@CR8], integrated microcavity-based sensor[@CR9]--[@CR12], surface plasmon resonance (SPR)-based sensor[@CR13], photonic wire sensors[@CR14], and reflectance-based sensors like reflectance interference device[@CR15].

One of the main advantages of the optical-based sensors is their high resolution. Integrated optical sensors[@CR16], especially the interferometric ones that have been developed in recent years, such as the Mach-Zehnder interferometer (MZI)[@CR17] and the Young interferometer [@CR18]--[@CR21], show an extremely high refractive index resolution in the range of 10^?7^ ?10^?8^ RIU (refractive index units) [@CR17], [@CR21], which is equivalent to detection of a protein mass coverage of ?30 fg/mm^2^. Furthermore, the IO readout systems are robust and small, allowing for miniaturization where many elements of the device can be integrated in a single chip occupying a relatively small area. These features offer the prospect for development of multisensing systems. Furthermore, this implies an increase of the analysis throughput, a reduction in the consumption of biomaterials, and cost reduction. Moreover, the optical-based sensors are label free sensing techniques, which require less complex sample preparation, do not need special laboratories and skilled personnel, and result in lower test costs. An additional advantage is that usually a simpler and faster signal analysis can be achieved.

Integrated optical waveguide-based sensors can monitor antibody-antigen interactions by making use of the evanescent field sensitivity of guided modes propagating through the waveguide structure of the sensor. The principle of evanescent field sensing has the advantage that it matches well with the availability of many chemical interfaces. Figure [10.1](#Fig1){ref-type="fig"} shows a scheme of a binding event taking place at the core-cover interface of a three-layer waveguide structure. Here, the core-cover interface of the optical waveguide structure is coated with a chemo-optical transducer receptor layer, which can selectively bind to specific analyte molecules present in the cover medium.Fig. 10.1Binding event between analyte and receptor molecules occurring at the core-cover interface of a three-layer waveguide structure within the evanescent region of a guided mode. *N* ~eff~ indicates the effective refractive index of the fundamental guided mode

When the binding of an analyte occurs, the substitution of solvent by the analyte molecules will result in an increase of the refractive index *n* at the core-cover interface. Therefore, the effective refractive index *N* ~eff~ of a guided mode, which probes the core-cover interface during its propagation through the waveguide, will be changed within the interaction length, resulting in a phase change of the mode at the exit of the interaction region.

Here, two different situations can be distinguished: in the first situation, the evanescent region is completely occupied with one material, e.g., a solution of one given analyte (homogeneous sensing) without the benefit of a receptor transduction layer. In this case, the refractive index change is representative of the analyte concentration *C* in the solution. In the second situation, a chemo-optical transduction layer is immobilized at the core-cover interface of the waveguide structure. For example, in an immunoreaction, this transducer can be an antibody layer (surface sensing).

The phase change that results from a binding event can be measured with a high sensitivity by using an interferometric sensor, e.g., the MZI[@CR17], the YI[@CR19], [@CR21], or differential interferometer[@CR22], due to the relatively long interaction lengths of these devices (up to several centimeters). In the group of interferometric devices, those that have a reference branch to compensate for common mode effects, such as temperature changes, pressure changes, fluctuations of light source power, etc., such as the MZI and the YI, are preferable and yield more robust and reproducible results.

Here, we focus on the development of a YI sensor due to its simpler chip design (no optical phase modulation is required to achieve a high sensitivity as in the case of an MZI) and flexibility for development of a multichannel device. In Fig. [10.2](#Fig2){ref-type="fig"}, a schematic layout of a two-channel IO YI is shown. Light is coupled into an IO channel waveguide and split by a Y-junction to two parallel output channels positioned at a certain distance from each other, as shown in Fig. [10.2](#Fig2){ref-type="fig"}. An interference pattern is generated as a result of the overlap of both outgoing divergent beams. The interference pattern is recorded by a CCD camera, which is placed at a given distance from the endface of the integrated chip. A sensing window is realized on the top of the core layer of the measuring channel where the samples to be analyzed are applied. When a binding event takes place on the sensing window of the measuring channel a phase change between reference and measuring channels occurs and the interference pattern will be shifted with respect to the camera surface. By measuring the spatial shift of the interference pattern, the phase change can be calculated, yielding an accurate determination of the refractive index change occurring on the sensing window of the measuring channel.Fig. 10.2Two-channel integrated optical Young interferometer sensor

The interferometric sensors have been mainly used for detection of proteins, e.g., binding of antigen molecules to a specific antibody layer that is immobilized on the sensor surface[@CR19], [@CR21], [@CR23]--[@CR26]. It is scientifically interesting and relevant from the application point of view to explore the use of these sensors not only for monitoring proteins, but also for other types of analytes, e.g., viruses, which so far have been detected with time-consuming methods[@CR27]. The principle of the sensor makes possible the detection of relevant viruses such as HIV, SARS, Hepatitis B and C provided that the appropriate specific cognate receptor or antibody is available. Recently the YI sensor has been successfully used to measure low concentrations of HSV-1 virus[@CR28] (see also result section for a detailed description) and Avian Influenza virus[@CR29].

In this chapter we first discuss the fundamentals and the design aspects of an integrated optical YI sensor (Sect. 10.2), followed by a description of the experimental setup (Sect. [10.3](#Sec6){ref-type="sec"}). In the result section (Sect. [10.4](#Sec11){ref-type="sec"}) both protein and virus detection experiments are discussed. Section [10.5](#Sec17){ref-type="sec"} demonstrates the use of microfluidic chips for efficient sample handling in combination with the YI sensor. This chapter concludes with a discussion on the prospects of the sensor for point-of-care diagnostics.

?Fundamentals {#Sec2}
=============

?Optical Waveguides {#Sec3}
-------------------

In a three-layer waveguide structure, guiding of the light is performed by engineering appropriate refractive index contrast between the core layer and the cladding. In Fig. 10.1007/978-0-387-98063-8_2\#Fig1, such a structure is presented, consisting of a substrate, core, and cover layer, which have, respectively, a refractive index of *n* ~S~, *n* ~F~, and *n* ~C~. A higher refractive index of the core layer allows total internal reflection of the light at the core-cladding interface, as shown schematically in Fig. [10.3](#Fig3){ref-type="fig"}, making possible propagation of the light through the slab waveguide.Fig. 10.3Total internal reflection in a three-layer waveguide structure. *n* ~*i*~ (*i* = C, F, S) indicates the refractive index of layer *i* of the waveguide structure, *n* ~F~ \> *n* ~C,S~; *d* ~F~ is the thickness of the core layer

Under conditions of total internal reflection, guided modes are obtained due to the constructive interference between the light rays propagating through the waveguide[@CR30] $$\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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$$\frac{{2\pi }}{\lambda }2d_{\text{F}} n_{\text{F}} \cos \theta - \Phi _{\text{C}} - \Phi _{\text{S}} = m2\pi,$$
\end{document}$$where *?* is the vacuum wavelength of the guided light, *d* ~F~ is the thickness of the core layer, *?* is the angle of incidence at the core-cladding boundary, *?* ~C~ and *?* ~S~ are the phase changes arising from the reflection at the core-cover and core-substrate boundary, respectively, and *m* is the order of the guided modes.

In a channel waveguide structure, schematically shown in Fig. [10.4](#Fig4){ref-type="fig"}, the light is confined not only in the transverse direction, but also in the lateral one. This confinement is caused by the lateral contrast of the (effective) refractive indices between the channel region, *N* ~eff-C~, and the slab, *N* ~eff-S~, i.e., *N* ~eff-C~ \> *N* ~eff-S~. This contrast can be established by the presence of a ridge in the core section, where the effective refractive index is defined as *N* ~eff~ = *n* ~F~ sin*?*. Generally, for a given channel structure the parameters expressing quantitatively the propagation of guided light beams (modes) can be calculated using Maxwell theory-based software.Fig. 10.43D-view, cross-section, and *top-view* of a channel waveguide structure; *N* ~eff-C~ and *N* ~eff-S~ indicate the effective refractive indices of the channel and slab region, respectively

Finally, channel waveguide structures can be used to guide the light not only along a straight section, but also in a bent one, e.g., in an S-bend, etc.

?The YI Sensor {#Sec4}
--------------

A YI can be designed to have more than two channels. As the two-channel YI sensor is a special case of the more general *N*-channel or multichannel YI, the theory of the YI is treated for the general *N*-channel YI. As shown in this section, in the multichannel YI all pairs of parallel output channels act as a two-channel YI, each with a unique distance between its two arms. In Fig. [10.5](#Fig5){ref-type="fig"} the layout of the 4-channel YI sensor described in this chapter is shown.Fig. 10.5Layout of the four-channel IO YI (not to scale); *W* ~*i*~ indicates the sensing window on channel *i*, *d* ~*ij*~ is the distance between channels *i* and *j*, *L* indicates the distance of the CCD camera from the chip end-face. Reprinted from Ref. 31 with permission. © 2008 Optical Society of America

In a multichannel YI, monochromatic laser light with a vacuum wavelength *?* is coupled into an input channel waveguide and split to *N* output parallel channels, as shown in Fig. [10.5](#Fig5){ref-type="fig"} (in this figure a network of three Y-junctions is used to split the light to four output channels).

The output divergent beams overlap with each other and the final interference pattern is a superposition of individual interference patterns, each of them representing the overlap of the divergent beams of a specific channel pair. The interference pattern is recorded by a CCD camera, which is placed at a distance *L* from the chip endface. The irradiance distribution of the sum interference pattern at the input face of the camera can be derived to be[@CR32] $$\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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$$I(y) \approx \sum\limits_{i = 1}^N {I_i } + 2\sum\limits_{i,j = 1;i < j}^N {(I_i I_j)^{\frac{1}{2}} \cos (\Delta \Phi _{ij} (y) - \Delta \phi _{ij})},$$
\end{document}$$where *I* ~*i*~ and *I* ~*j*~ are the output powers from channels *i* and *j*, respectively. A channel output is approximated as a point source. Equation ([10.2](#Equ2){ref-type=""}) is only valid if *L* is chosen such that the output divergent beams fully overlap at the CCD camera. In ([10.2](#Equ2){ref-type=""}), ?*?* ~*ij*~(*y*) is the phase difference between the interfering beams coupled out from channels *i* and *j* as a result of their different optical path lengths at the interfering position *y* on the CCD camera. The phase change ?*?* ~*ij*~ represents the sum of the initial phase difference at the channel outputs in absence of the analyte, ?*?* ~*ij*~ ^0^, and the phase change ?*?* ~*ij*~ = ?*?* ~*i*~ ? ?*?* ~*j*~ induced by refractive index changes ?*n* ~*i*~ and ?*n* ~*j*~ in channels *i* and *j*, respectively, i.e., ?*?* ~*ij*~ = ?*?* ~*ij*~ ^0^ + ?*?* ~*ij*~. The phase difference ?*?* ~*ij*~(*y*) is given by[@CR32] $$\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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$$\Delta \Phi _{ij} (y) = \frac{{2\pi }}{\lambda }\frac{{d_{ij} }}{L}y - \frac{{2\pi }}{\lambda }\frac{{d_{ij} }}{L}\left({d_{1i} + \frac{1}{2}d_{ij} } \right)$$
\end{document}$$provided that the distance between channels *i* and *j d* ~*ij*~ \<\< *L* for all *i*, *j* values, a condition that is well satisfied in most cases. Hence, an individual interference pattern shows a spatial frequency *k* ~*ij*~ given as$$\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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$$k_{ij} = \frac{1}{\lambda }\frac{{d_{ij} }}{L}.$$
\end{document}$$The second term in ([10.3](#Equ3){ref-type=""}) corrects for the shift of the center between two channels *i* and *j* with respect to the origin of the *y*-axis along the CCD camera (see Fig. [10.5](#Fig5){ref-type="fig"}).

The refractive index changes in channels *i* and *j* can be induced by binding between analyte and receptor molecules in the sensing window of each channel, or alternatively by a change of analyte concentration in the bulk solution. For both cases the refractive index in (part of) the sensing area of channel *i* and channel *j* that is probed by the evanescent field of the guided mode will be affected. As a result, the effective refractive index of guided modes in channels *i* and *j* (*N* ~eff,*i*~ and *N* ~eff,*j*~ respectively) will be changed, and consequently the phase changes ?*?* ~*i*~ and ?*?* ~*j*~ will result. The phase change ?*?* ~*ij*~ = ?*?* ~*i*~ ? ??~*j*~ can then be derived as:$$\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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$$\Delta \varphi _{ij} = \frac{{2\pi }}{\lambda }l(\Delta N_{{\text{eff}},i} - \Delta N_{{\text{eff}},j}) = \frac{{2\pi }}{\lambda }l\,\Delta N_{{\text{eff}},ij},$$
\end{document}$$where *l* is the length of the sensing window realized on top of each output channel and ?*N* ~eff,*ij*~ = ?*N* ~eff,*i*~ ? ?*N* ~eff,*j*~. The resulting refractive index change between channels *i* and *j* can cause a spatial shift of ?*y* ~*ij*~ of the individual interference pattern for this channel pair along the camera surface. This shift can be calculated based on ([10.3](#Equ3){ref-type=""}) and ([10.5](#Equ5){ref-type=""}) as$$\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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$$\Delta y_{ij} = \frac{{lL}}{{d_{ij} }}\Delta N_{{\text{eff}},ij.} $$
\end{document}$$

If one chooses channel *i*, *i* = 1, 2,..., *N* ? 1, to be the measuring channels, and channel *N* as a reference channel, where *N* is the total number of the channels, the refractive index changes ?*N* ~eff,*iN*~ may be determined using ([10.6](#Equ6){ref-type=""}) by measuring the spatial shifts ?*y* ~*iN*~. Section [10.2.3](#Sec5){ref-type="sec"} demonstrates that this approach allows determining either the amount of adsorbed analytes on the sensor surface, or alternatively the change in concentration of analytes in the bulk solution.

If *N* = 2, there will be one measuring channel, and this is the case of a two-channel YI device[@CR34]. In case of *N* = 4, the refractive index changes ?*N* ~eff,14~, ?*N* ~eff,24~, and ?*N* ~eff,34~ can be calculated based on the measurement of the spatial shifts ?*y* ~14~, ?*y* ~24~, and ?*y* ~34.~ [@CR31] An essential condition is that these spatial shifts have to be measured simultaneously and independently of each other, requiring a proper configuration of the four-channel YI device, which is described next.

The output parallel channels of the multichannel device are positioned at different distances *d* ~*ij*~ from each other in such a way that channels of each pair are separated by a unique distance, as shown in Fig. [10.5](#Fig5){ref-type="fig"}. In other words, *d* ~12~ ? *d* ~23~ ? ... ? *d* ~*ij*~. In this way all spatial frequencies *k* ~*ij*~, each of them corresponding to the specific distance *d* ~*ij*~ as shown from relation (2.4), are different, which makes it possible to well-separate different peaks in the amplitude spectrum of the Fourier-transformed interference pattern and select the spatial frequency for each peak. As a result, the phase change ?*?* ~*ij*~ between both channels of one pair, corresponding to the selected spatial frequency *k* ~*ij*~, can be monitored independently of the other channel pairs in the phase spectrum of the Fourier-transformed interference pattern.

A more detailed description of the working principle of the multichannel YI is given for a four-channel device (*N* = 4). The distances between the channels have been chosen such that *d* ~12~ ? *d* ~23~ ? *d* ~34~ ? *d* ~13~ ? *d* ~24~ ? *d* ~14~. There are six possible different channel pairs corresponding to six different distances of *d* ~12~ = 60 ?m, *d* ~23~ = 80 ?m, *d* ~34~ = 100 ?m, *d* ~13~ = 140 ?m, *d* ~24~ = 180 ?m, and *d* ~14~ = 240 ?m. These distances match the realized YI sensor structure described in Sect. [10.3](#Sec6){ref-type="sec"}. The final interference pattern will thus be a superposition of six two-channel interference patterns. The calculated interference pattern for the four-channel YI is shown in Fig. [10.6](#Fig6){ref-type="fig"}a. The amplitude spectrum (lower graph) and the phase spectrum (upper graph) of the Fourier-transformed interference pattern are presented in Fig. [10.6](#Fig6){ref-type="fig"}b.Fig. 10.6(**a**) The interference pattern in the four-channel YI calculated for *L* = 6 cm, *d* ~12~ = 60 ?m, *d* ~23~ = 80 ?m, *d* ~*3*~ ~4~ = 100 ?m (*solid line*). The *dotted line* represents the interference pattern calculated when an extra phase change is introduced on channel 1. (**b**) Amplitude spectrum (lower graph) and the phase spectrum (upper graph) of the Fourier-transformed interference patterns shown in (**a**) (*solid* and *dotted line*, respectively). Reprinted from Ref. 34 with permission. © 2008 Elsevier

As one might expect, there are six different peaks in the amplitude spectrum of the Fourier-transformed interference pattern located at six different spatial frequencies *k* ~*ij*~, each of them corresponding to the interference pattern obtained as a result of overlap of the channels that are separated by the specific distance *d* ~*ij*~. Looking at the selected spatial frequencies at the phase spectrum of the Fourier-transformed interference pattern, the phase of each "two-channel sensor" can be monitored simultaneously and independently from each other. The difference between distances *d* ~*ij*~ should be designed such that they allow a good separation of the six different peaks.

If an extra phase change occur in one of the channels, e.g., in channel 1 as a result of the binding of an analyte, the same phase change is expected between channels of those pairs that involve channel 1. In Fig. [10.6](#Fig6){ref-type="fig"}a, the dotted line represents the calculated interference pattern when an extra phase change is introduced in channel 1. Calculation of the Fast Fourier Transform (FFT) of this interference pattern results in six different peaks in the amplitude spectrum of the Fourier-transformed interference pattern, located at the same spatial frequencies when no extra phase change is introduced in one of the channels. In the phase spectrum of the Fourier Transform, one can clearly observe a phase change corresponding to those channel pairs where channel 1 is involved (see dotted line in Fig. [10.6](#Fig6){ref-type="fig"}b).

If channels 1, 2, and 3 are chosen as measuring channels and channel 4 as a reference channel, it will be possible in principle to monitor independently and simultaneously three different binding events, each of them taking place in one of the measuring channels.

?Analysis of Sensitivity {#Sec5}
------------------------

The sensitivity of the YI describes how the signal (shift of the interference pattern) changes in response to a change of concentration ?*C* of the analyte (either adsorbed to the surface of the sensing area or in the bulk solution). Here, the sensitivity chain ?*C* ? ?*N* ~eff~ ? ?*?* ? *?* (interference pattern) is discussed in detail.

Two different modes of operation are distinguished. The first mode is the detection of changes in bulk concentrations. In this case a change in analyte concentration causes a change of the refractive index of the bulk solution. For the relation between the refractive index change ?*n* ~*i*~ and the change in concentration ?*C* ~*i*~ we have:$$\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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$$\Delta n_i = \frac{{\partial n}}{{\partial C}}\Delta C_i.$$
\end{document}$$

The value of ?*n*/?*C* depends on the properties of the material, e.g., in case of proteins this coefficient is ?0.188 ml/g[@CR35] and in case of glucose dissolved in water (used for calibration measurements as discussed later in this chapter) this coefficient is ?0.069 ml/g[@CR36]. In the second mode of operation, analytes bind to the sensor surface (e.g., mediated by a receptor layer). In this case a thin layer with thickness *w* and refractive index *n* ~*w*~ is formed by the adsorbed analytes. Because the value of *n* ~*w*~ (e.g., 1.45 for proteins) is usually different than the refractive index of the solution (e.g., 1.33 for water) that contains the analyte molecules, a phase change is induced. The average layer growth (?*w*) on the sensor surface can be related to the mass change (?*m*) per surface area (*A*):$$\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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$$\Delta w_i = \rho _w^{ - 1} \frac{{\Delta m_i }}{A},$$
\end{document}$$where ?~*w*~ denotes the mass density of the adsorbed molecules. Here it is assumed that all channels are identical i.e., *A* ~*i*~ = *A* for all channels *i*. *A* value of ?~*w*~ = 0.6 mg/mm^3^ is estimated for proteins[@CR35]. The changes in either refractive index or adsorbed layer thickness affect the effective refractive index of the guided mode:$$\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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$$\Delta N_{{\text{eff}},i} = \frac{{\partial N_{{\text{eff}}} }}{{\partial n}}\Delta n_i,$$
\end{document}$$ $$\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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$$\Delta N_{{\text{eff}},i} = \frac{{\partial N_{{\text{eff}}} }}{{\partial w}}\Delta w_i.$$
\end{document}$$?*N* ~eff~/?*n* is the sensitivity coefficient of *N* ~eff~ with respect to the change of the refractive index of the bulk, whereas ?*N* ~eff~/?*w* is the sensitivity coefficient of *N* ~eff~ with respect to the change of the adsorbed layer thickness. Again it is assumed that all channels are identical, i.e., ?*N* ~eff,*i*~/?*n* ~*i*~ = ?*N* ~eff~/?*n* and ?*N* ~eff,*i*~/?*w* ~*i*~ = ?*N* ~eff~/?*w* for all values of *i*. In order to have a high sensitivity, ?*N* ~eff~/?*n* and ?*N* ~eff~/?*w* should be maximized. These sensitivity coefficients depends on the refractive indices of the substrate, core, and analyte solution (*n* ~S~, *n* ~F~, and *n* ~sol~, respectively), the thickness of the core layer, *d* ~F~, the wavelength of the light source, *?*, and polarization used either Transverse Electric (TE) or Transverse Magnetic (TM).

Using the SiO~*x*~N~*y*~ technology, highest sensitivity is obtained[@CR37] by using Si~3~N~4~ as material for the core layer of the structure, having the highest refractive index of the SiON family, in combination with the choice of SiO~2~, a low refractive index material, for the substrate and cover layers.

In addition, ?*N* ~eff~/?*n* and ?*N* ~eff~/?*w* depend on the thickness of the core layer, which at the same time should be chosen such that given the wavelength and polarization, the channel waveguide should be monomode (interference of one mode only is required) in the transverse direction. The width and ridge height of the ridge type channel waveguide should be chosen such that the channel is additionally monomode in the lateral direction, and in such a way that modal field should be maximally confined in the lateral direction. The lateral field profile is preferred to be as small as possible, because this gives the best agreement with the point source approximation used to describe the sensing system (see Sect. [10.2.3](#Sec5){ref-type="sec"}). For the waveguide design as described in Sect. [10.3](#Sec6){ref-type="sec"}, the calculated values for both sensitivities are ?*N* ~eff~/?*n* = 0.21; and ?*N* ~eff~/?*w* = 3.1 × 10^5^ m^?1^ (for *n* ~*w*~ = 1.45).

The change in *N* ~eff~ causes a change in the phase ?*?* ~*ij*~ of the guided light at the end of the sensing window. Using ([10.5](#Equ5){ref-type=""}) and ([10.7](#Equ7){ref-type=""}--[10.9](#Equ9){ref-type=""}) allows deriving the complete sensitivity chain as (where the subscript "*bulk*" and "*layer*" are used to distinguish between both modes of operation):$$\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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$$\Delta \varphi _{ij}^{{\text{bulk}}} = \frac{{2\pi }}{\lambda }l\frac{{\partial N_{{\text{eff}}} }}{{\partial n}}\frac{{\partial n}}{{\partial C}}\Delta C_{ij},$$
\end{document}$$ $$\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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$$\Delta \varphi _{ij}^{{\text{layer}}} = \frac{{2\pi }}{\lambda }l\frac{{\partial N_{{\text{eff}}} }}{{\partial w}}\rho _w^{ - 1} \frac{{\Delta m_{ij} }}{A}.$$
\end{document}$$

Increasing the interaction length, *l*, or choosing a smaller wavelength *?* results in a higher sensitivity of ?*?* ~*ij*~ with respect to *N* ~eff~. However, *l* is limited by the size of the chip and for choosing *?*, other factors such as scattering losses, which increase when *?* decreases, should be considered.

In a final stage, the change of the phase difference causes a change of the interference pattern from which, using Fourier analysis, the ??~*ij*~ can be derived. This has been treated in Sect. [10.2.2](#Sec4){ref-type="sec"} and has consequences for the distance between the output channels only.

To give an example both sensitivity coefficients are evaluated for the current sensor (see Sect. [10.3](#Sec6){ref-type="sec"} for details). For the bulk detection of glucose this results in ?*?* ^bulk^ (rad) = 5.6 × 10^2^ ?*C* (g/ml), whereas for the adsorption of proteins on the sensor surface the overall sensitivity of the sensor is evaluated as ?*?* ^layer^ (rad) = 2.0 × 10^?5^ ?*m*/A (fg/mm^2^). Measuring the phase change ?*?* ~*ij*~ between any of the two channels *i* and *j* can thus give an estimation on the change in analyte concentrations between those two channels. If one channel (e.g., channel *N*) is used as a reference channel, then ?*C* ~*N*~ = 0 and ?*m* ~*N*~ = 0 and absolute analyte concentrations can be determined.

?Fabrication and Characterization {#Sec6}
=================================

?The Sensor Chip {#Sec7}
----------------

Based on the analysis presented in the previous section, here the design of the four-channel YI sensor is discussed.

In the four-channel YI sensor single mode channel waveguides are used to split the incoupled light into four parallel channels using a network of three Y-junctions. The single mode character is important as different modes are affected differently by refractive index changes due to, e.g., analyte concentration changes. This will strongly complicate the signal analysis. Coupling of the light to the channel waveguide is achieved by very efficient fiber-to-chip coupling[@CR17], which results in a robust device. Alternative coupling schemes such as end-fire coupling[@CR38] or grating coupling[@CR39] may also be applied. For optimal fiber-to-chip coupling adiabatic transition from the channel waveguide end-face cross-section to the cross-section of the common waveguide requires transverse adiabatic tapers, which have a small taper angle (\<0.030) to have functional tapering losses \<0.1 dB[@CR40]. The distances between the four channels are chosen such that all six possible distances between a set of two channels are distinct in order to allow independent measurements of phase differences (see discussion in Sect. [10.2.2](#Sec4){ref-type="sec"}). Furthermore, the distances are chosen such that (a) a reasonable number (\>2) of fringes are visible at the CCD interface (the channels should not be too close) and (b) there is a good overlap of the light from the different channels at the surface of the CCD (the channels should not be too far apart). Although the distances are not device-critical, it is important to take these considerations into account for an optimal device design.

The final structure design of the four-channel YI sensor is shown in Fig. [10.7](#Fig7){ref-type="fig"}: top-view (a), cross-section perpendicular to output channels (b), and side-view along the optical path (c). The distance between the mutually parallel output branches of the first Y-junction is chosen as *D* = 160 ?m and the length of the splitting section is *L* ~split~ ? 10 mm.Fig. 10.7*Top-view* (**a**), cross-section along AA\' (**b**), and *side-view* (**c**) of the four-channel IO YI sensor; *W* ~*i*~ indicates the sensing window on channel *i*, *d* ~*ij*~ indicates the distance between channels *i* and *j*, *R* ~bend~ and *R* ~S-bend~ are the radius of 90°-bend and S-bends, respectively, *W* is the width of the channel waveguide. The dimensions of the chip are 63 mm × 24 mm

Besides the limited size of the wafer (4 in.) and the required minimum length of other subfunctions in the optical chip, the need for integrating the four sensing windows with a microfluidic system or a flow-through cuvette further reduces the interaction length. In addition, an interdistance between sensing windows along the channel direction is needed to allow a good alignment of the flow-through cuvette. The length of the four sensing windows is chosen to be *l* = 4 mm (width *w* ~win~ = 100 ?m) with an interdistance *l* ~int~ = 3 mm.

The last two restrictions can be overcome by using a microfluidic system where the sensing windows can be implemented parallel to each other and no interdistance is necessary. In that case, each sensing window can be as long as ?28 mm, resulting in an improvement of the sensitivity by almost 1 order of magnitude.

Table [10.1](#Tab1){ref-type="table"} summarizes the parameters of the final four-channel YI structure. The IO chips are fabricated using Silicon-oxynitride (cleanroom) technology. Details of the fabrication process have been described extensively elsewhere[@CR41].Table 10.1Parameters of the four-channel IO YI sensorParameterSymbolValueDimensionWavelength of used light*?*647nmWaveguide mode--TE~00~--Thickness of the core layer*d* ~F1~15nm*d* ~F2~70nmHeight of the channel ridge*h* ~1~2nm*h* ~2~0.7nmThickness of SiO~2~ subs. layer*d* ~S~1.25?mThickness of SiO~2~ cover layer*d* ~C~1.5?mChannel widthW4?mRadius of 90°-bend*R* ~bend~10mmRadius of S-bend*R* ~S-bend~50mmLength of sensing windowsl4mmWidth of sensing windows*w* ~win~100?mWindows interdistance*l* ~int~3mmDistance between channels*d* ~12~60?m*d* ~23~80?m*d* ~34~100?mSee text and Fig. [10.7](#Fig7){ref-type="fig"} for a detailed description of each parameter

? *Applying the Analytes* {#Sec8}
-------------------------

Application of sample solutions to the sensing windows of the four-channel sensor is achieved by integrating either a flow-through cuvette or a microfluidic system[@CR42]. These systems are required to simultaneously apply different sample solutions to all four sensing windows. The flow-through cuvette is fixed onto the optical chip by slightly pressing it on the top, whereas the microfluidic system can be permanently bonded to the optical chip.

The flow-through cuvette that is used for the four-channel sensor is made from Perspex and is 31-mm long and 7-mm wide. It has four flow chambers each with a volume of 1.2 ?l (6 mm long and 3 mm wide), see Fig.[10.8](#Fig8){ref-type="fig"}. Each chamber of the cuvette has an inlet and outlet that are connected via a tubing system with the sampling reservoirs, which contain solutions to be monitored, and to the waste, respectively. Samples are flowed by means of a peristaltic pump (Ismatec MS-REGLO; Ismatec SA., Glattbrugg, Switzerland) that has four separate pumping channels, each of them functioning independently from each other. In Fig. [10.9](#Fig9){ref-type="fig"} a photograph of a flow-through cuvette assembled on the YI chip is shown.Fig. 10.8*Bottom-view* of the four-chamber flow-through cuvette; each chamber has an In(let) and an Out(let), through which the sampling liquid flows to/from the sensing window. Reprinted from Ref. 31 with permission. © 2008 Optical Society of America Fig. 10.9Photograph of the sensor chip and the flow-through cuvette. The chip contains 11 four-channel YI sensors. The light is coupled into the chip by means of an optical fiber at the top-right-hand side. The light is transported to the sensing area by means of a curved channel waveguide, visible as a *white curved line*. Ruler indicates the dimensions in centimeters. Reprinted from Ref. 28 with permission. © 2008 American Chemical Society

The hybrid integration of the IO chip with a microfluidic system is treated in detail in Sect. [10.5](#Sec17){ref-type="sec"}.

? *Experimental Setup* {#Sec9}
----------------------

Monochromatic laser light of an Ar^+^ laser (Innova 70 Spectrum; Coherent, Inc., Santa Clara, CA) with a wavelength of 647 nm is end-fire coupled into the input fiber connected to the YI chip. The four output divergent beams overlap one another on the front side of a CCD camera (Teli CS-3440; 756 × 575 pixels, *w* ~pixel~ = 11.6 ?m; Tokyo Electronic Industry Co., Ltd., Tokyo, Japan) placed at a distance of ?60 mm from the chip endface and parallel to the endface plane for recording the interference pattern. The distance between the CCD camera and chip endface is chosen such that the recording area of the CCD camera can cover the total sum interference pattern, making use of all available pixels. A cylindrical lens is positioned between the chip endface and the CCD array for collimating the output divergent beams in the direction perpendicular to the sensor chip upper surface to collect all light emitted from the output channels. The recorded sum interference pattern is digitized to 12-bit information and analyzed by custom-written software in which a two-dimensional FFT algorithm is implemented. The algorithm recognizes and selects six different peaks that correspond to the six pairs of channels in the amplitude spectrum of the fast-Fourier-transformed interference pattern. The phase value corresponding to each pair of channels is extracted in the phase spectrum of the FFT at the given spatial frequencies. The maximum bandwidth of the measurement is 25 Hz, which is limited by the frame rate of the CCD camera.

?Characterization {#Sec10}
-----------------

The performance of the realized YI sensor was first tested by applying solutions of different concentrations of glucose in water, thus inducing well-defined refractive index changes between measuring and reference channels of the device. In Fig. [10.10](#Fig10){ref-type="fig"}a, the response of the sensor to different glucose concentrations applied in the sensing window of the measuring arm is shown. First pure water was flowed simultaneously over both sensing windows, and after several minutes, the flow in the measuring window was changed from water to 0.0175% (by weight) solution of glucose in pure water. When the signal stabilized, water was introduced and flowed over the measuring window. This procedure was repeated for five other glucose concentrations, respectively, 0.035%, 0.07%, 0.14%, 0.21%, and 0.28% (by weight). The induced refractive index changes, which can be calculated from the literature[@CR36], vary from ?2.4 × 10^?5^ to ?3.8 × 10^?4^, whereas the corresponding phase changes vary from ?0.062 × 2? to ?0.991 × 2?.Fig. 10.10(**a**) Response of the two-channel YI sensor to refractive index changes caused by applying six different glucose concentrations of 0.0175%, 0.035%, 0.07%, 0.14%, 0.21%, and 0.28% (by weight) intermitted by pure water to the measuring channel of the device. (**b**) Phase change vs. the glucose concentration: calculated (*line*), measured (*filled square*)), linear fit (*dotted line*)

In Fig. [10.10](#Fig10){ref-type="fig"}b, the measured and expected phase changes as a function of the glucose concentration are plotted, including a linear fit of the measured data. The experimental plot (slope ?3.8 × 10^?2^ × 2? ml/g) is in good accordance with the expected values (slope ?3.5 × 10^?2^ × 2? ml/g).

The multichannel character of the YI sensor was tested by applying different glucose solutions to the different channels. In Fig. [10.11](#Fig11){ref-type="fig"}a, the response of the sensor is shown when a phase change of 2? was introduced in channel 1 and 3 and a phase change of 2 × 2? was introduced in channel 2 simultaneously, using 0.616% and 1.232% (by weight) glucose solutions. Pure water was continuously flowed in channel 4. After a stable signal was reached, the solutions were exchanged for pure water, at first in channel 2, and next in channels 3 and 1, as shown in Fig. [10.11](#Fig11){ref-type="fig"}a. From the measured values, ?*?* ~12~, ?*?* ~23~, and ?*?* ~14~, the phase change introduced in the channels, ?*?* ~1~, ?*?* ~2~, and ?*?* ~3~ can be determined, e.g., ?*?* ~1~ = ?*?* ~14~ + ?*?* ~4~, etc. Note that ?*?* ~4~ = 0, because no phase change was introduced in channel 4. The time-dependence of the phase changes are shown in Fig. [10.11](#Fig11){ref-type="fig"}b.Fig. 10.11(**a**) Measured phase changes ?*?* ~12~, ?*?* ~23~, and ?*?* ~14~ as a function of time in the four-channel YI when a phase change of 2? was introduced in channel 1 and 3 and a phase change of 2 × 2? in channel 2 simultaneously. (**b**) Phase changes that occur in channel 1, 2, and 3 (?*?* ~1~, ?*?* ~2~, and ?*?* ~3~), calculated from measured phase changes ?*?* ~12~, ?*?* ~23~, and ?*?* ~14~. (**c**) Measured phase changes ?*?* ~14~, ?*?* ~24~, and ?*?* ~34~, which correspond to phase changes occurring in channel 1, 2, and 3, respectively. Reprinted from Ref. 31 with permission. © 2008 Optical Society of America

The obtained phase changes correspond well to the introduced changes, demonstrating one of the multipurpose features of the multichannel device with which three different glucose concentrations were measured simultaneously and independently of each other. Alternatively, these channel phase changes can also be determined by using the measured phase changes ?*?* ~14~, ?*?* ~24~, and ?*?* ~34~, as shown in Fig. [10.11](#Fig11){ref-type="fig"}c. Results obtained by both approaches correspond well, highlighting the consistency of the realized device. Fluctuations in the phase signal observed in Fig. [10.11](#Fig11){ref-type="fig"}b, c are caused by cross-talk[@CR31] that is present when phase changes introduced in the channels are different from an integer number of fringes.

Figure [10.12](#Fig12){ref-type="fig"} shows the phase difference measured between channels of each pair when no phase change was introduced in any of the channels. The phase resolution (*S*/*N* = 1) for each pair of channels, as determined from these measurements, is ?1 ×10^?4^ × 2?, which corresponds to a refractive index resolution of ?8.5 × 10^?8^ RIU (refractive index units) at a bandwidth of 1 Hz.Fig. 10.12Phase changes measured between two channels of each channel pair in the four-channel YI when no phase change was introduced at the channels. A shift of phase plots along vertical axis is applied to distinguish them from each other

?Results {#Sec11}
========

?Immunosensing Using the YI Sensor {#Sec12}
----------------------------------

In an immunosensor the core-cover interface of an optical waveguide structure is coated with a chemo-optical transducer receptor layer, which can selectively bind to specific analyte molecules present in the cover medium. The receptor-analyte reaction obeys the law of mass action, which states that the rate of a reaction is proportional to the concentration of the reactants. At equilibrium, the rate of formation of the receptor-analyte complex is equal to the rate of breaking, and the equilibrium constant, *K*, can be written as$$\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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$$K = k_{\text{f}} /k_{\text{b}} = [{\rm Re} {\text{An}}]/[{\rm Re}] \cdot [{\text{An}}],$$
\end{document}$$where *k* ~f~ and *k* ~b~ are the formation and breaking rate constants and \[Re\], \[An\], and \[ReAn\] are, respectively, the concentration of receptor, analyte, and receptor-analyte complex. The thickness of the layer grown on the sensor surface due to the binding of analyte molecules to the receptor, ?*w*, depends on the receptor density, *?* ~0~, and the volume of the analyte molecules, *V*, and can be written as$$\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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$$\Delta w \approx \Delta F\Gamma _0 V,$$
\end{document}$$where ?*F* is the fraction of receptor molecules that have bound an analyte molecule. The maximum fraction of receptor molecules bound to an analyte molecule as a function of concentration of the analyte molecules can be described by the Langmuir isotherm[@CR43] $$\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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$$\Delta F_{\max } = \frac{{K[{\text{An}}]}}{{1 + K[{\text{An}}]}},$$
\end{document}$$where *K* is the equilibrium constant for binding of the analyte molecules to the receptor molecules. In an interferometric sensor, such as the YI, the thickness of the protein layer grown on the sensor surface can be calculated as:$$\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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\end{document}$$

Equations ([10.14](#Equ14){ref-type=""}) and ([10.8](#Equ8){ref-type=""}) can be used for estimation of the thickness and mass coverage of the receptor adsorbed to the sensor surface and of the analyte layer bound to the receptor layer.

The ratio between the number of bound analytes, *N* ~An~, and the number of receptors adsorbed, *N* ~Re~, can be derived as$$\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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$$\frac{N_{\text{An}}}{N_{Re}} \approx \frac{M_{Re}}{M_{\text{An}}} \cdot \frac{\Delta \varphi_{\text{An}}}{\Delta \varphi_{Re}},$$
\end{document}$$where *M* ~An~ and *M* ~Re~ are the molecular weight of analyte and receptor, respectively, and ?*?* ~An~ and ?*?* ~Re~ are the phase changes that result from binding of analyte and receptor, respectively. Evaluation of this quantity yields information on the quality of the adhered receptor layer, e.g., maximum *N* ~An~/*N* ~Re~ = 2 (receptor can bind maximum two analytes).

?Materials {#Sec13}
----------

The protein A (pA), antihuman serum albumin (?-HSA, *M* ? 150 kD), and human serum albumin (HSA, *M* ? 65 kD) were provided by Paradocs BV (Tiel, The Netherlands). The Herpes Simplex Virus type 1 (HSV-1) and anti-HSV-1 gG glycoprotein G monoclonal antibody (?-HSV-1 gG) were purchased from Virusys Corporation (Marriottsville, MD, USA). Bovine serum albumin (BSA, *M* ? 50 kD) was purchased from Sigma-Aldrich Chemie BV (Zwijndrecht, The Netherlands). Synthetic surface protein of Hepatitis-B virus generated in Hep-G2 cell-line (HEP G2, *M* ? 25 kD) was provided by BioMerieux BV (Boxtel, The Netherlands). Phosphate buffered saline (PBS) was used for all experiments.

?Protein Detection {#Sec14}
------------------

In this section, use of the IO YI as an immunosensor is demonstrated, being relevant, e.g., for identification of biomarkers for early disease detection. The sensor is used to monitor the anti-human serum albumin - human serum albumin (?-HSA-HSA) immunoreaction.

Figure [10.13](#Fig13){ref-type="fig"} shows the phase change measured between channels 1 and 4 of the four-channel YI when the PBS buffer solution has been continuously flowed in channels 2, 3, and 4, while in channel 1 the following steps were applied: first, a PBS buffer solution was flowed for ?10 min. Then the flow was changed to a solution of protein A (pA) prepared in PBS with a concentration of 200 ?g/ml. A pA-modified sensing surface is implemented in order to promote the binding and to ensure proper orientation of antibodies for further antigen binding[@CR45], [@CR46]. After an equilibrium in the signal was achieved in ?10 min, indicating the maximum amount of the pA adsorbed, the PBS buffer solution was flowed in channel 1 in order to get rid of the bulk refractive index effect. Physical adsorption of pA resulted in a phase change of ?0.5 × 2?, which is equivalent to a mass coverage of ?0.12 mg/m^2^, see ([10.8](#Equ8){ref-type=""}).Fig. 10.13Time-response between channels 1 and 4 in the four-channel YI sensor when the ?-HSA-HSA immunoreaction was taking place in channel 1 and PBS buffer solution was continuously flowed in channel 4

Next, when a stable base line was achieved in ?13 min, a concentration of 200 ?g/ml solution of ?-HSA in PBS was flowed in channel 1 for ?30 min, and the flow was changed back to PBS buffer solution to correct for the bulk effect of ?-HSA. Binding of ?-HSA resulted in a phase change of ?12 × 2?, which corresponds to a mass coverage of ?3.1 mg/m^2^. Next, after the buffer solution was flowed for ?10 min until a stable signal was achieved, a solution of 50 ?g/ml HSA prepared in PBS was applied. Finally, the flow in channel 1 was changed back to PBS solution and the phase change due to antigen layer formation was extracted. Binding of HSA caused a phase change of ?1.3 × 2?. The thickness of the bound HSA layer to ?-HSA molecules is found to be ?0.6 nm, see ([10.14](#Equ14){ref-type=""}), assuming that there is only specific binding and a homogeneous layer was formed. The average number of HSA antigen molecules bound per one ?-HSA antibody molecule is low (?0.25), see ([10.15](#Equ15){ref-type=""}), indicating that there may be still antibody molecules available for binding. A larger binding in that case can be achieved by increasing the concentration of HSA antigen solutions, until the saturation level is reached, meaning that nearly all the available binding sites in the ?-HSA layer are occupied by antigens. If the low number of 0.25 is due to improper orientation of ?-HSA molecules, then little can be done.

Specificity of the ?-HSA-HSA immunoreaction was checked by flowing in channel 1 a high concentration (1 mg/ml) of HEP G2 antigen solution prepared in PBS. After the flow was changed back to buffer solution, no response was observed, indicating that nonspecific binding of HEP G2 is negligible. This clearly demonstrates the specificity of ?-HSA-HSA interaction.

Another possibility of the four-channel YI sensor is to measure different concentrations of a given analyte simultaneously. This feature was demonstrated experimentally by measuring simultaneously different concentrations of HSA, based on which the Langmuir binding curve (see ([10.13](#Equ13){ref-type=""})) was generated. For that purpose, three measuring channels, i.e., channel 1, 2, and 3, were simultaneously coated using a concentration of 200 ?g/ml ?-HSA prepared in PBS (PBS buffer solution was continuously flowed in channel 4). The next step consists of simultaneously applying three different concentrations of HSA, i.e., 500 ng/ml, 1 ?g/ml, and 5 ?g/ml in measuring channel 1, 2, and 3, respectively. This step was repeated by applying concentrations of 25 ?g/ml, 50 ?g/ml, and 100 ?g/ml, in measuring channel 1, 2, and 3 simultaneously, followed by another set of concentrations (250 ?g/ml, 500 ?g/ml, and 1 mg/ml). After each set of concentrations was applied, PBS buffer solution was simultaneously flowed in the measuring channels to get rid of the bulk refractive index of HSA solutions applied. Finally, after coating channel 4 using 200 ?g/ml ?-HSA solution, concentrations of 100 ng/ml and 250 ng/ml HSA were applied successively (PBS was flowed in all other channels). The phase changes measured for the different HSA concentrations are plotted in Fig. [10.14](#Fig14){ref-type="fig"}.Fig. 10.14Phase change measured in the four-channel YI for different concentrations of HSA solution. *Solid line* represents the Langmuir curve fitted to the experimental data

The experimentally measured data are fitted with the Langmuir isotherm[@CR43]. According to these measurements, when the concentration of HSA approaches ?1 mg/ml (1.5 × 10^?5^ M), a saturation level is reached, meaning that the antigen molecules already occupy all available binding sites. The total phase change measured due to HSA binding was ?1.13 × 2?, corresponding to a layer thickness of ?0.5 nm. The equilibrium constant is estimated to be ?3 × 10^7^ M^?1^, as extracted from a fitted Langmuir curve shown in Fig. [10.14](#Fig14){ref-type="fig"}, and is consistent with previous results[@CR24].

From these results it is concluded that a pA-modified sensing surface is efficiently used to immobilize antibodies at the Si~3~N~4~ surface with a surface coverage of ?3 mg/m^2^ corresponding to values found in literature[@CR45], [@CR46]. However, the ratio between the number of bound antigens and the number of antibodies (?0.25) was lower than expected since theoretically two antigens can bind to one antibody. It should be note, however, that the used antigen concentrations were below the saturation value. The use of higher concentrations of HSA yielded slightly better results (ratio ?0.3) indicating that there is still room for improvement. In addition, physical adsorption was used for immobilization of antibodies as an alternative to a pA-modified surface. In that case, postcoating with BSA after antibody adsorption was applied to prevent nonspecific binding of antigen. The results achieved with this method were less effective concerning the antibody immobilization (?1.6 mg/m^2^) and specificity. In addition, a signal drift after BSA adsorption was observed, which most likely is due to desorption of BSA from the surface.

In general, it is observed that after the binding step of proteins to the interface a gradual change of the phase is present (see, e.g., Fig. [10.13](#Fig13){ref-type="fig"} after the ?-HSA adsorption step). This effect can be explained by desorption of bound molecules not firmly attached. Given the time span used in these experiments, desorption did not seriously hamper the detection of analytes.

?Virus Detection {#Sec15}
----------------

One of the major challenges in the field of biosensors is the ability to detect and identify viruses. Viral outbreaks are a continuous threat to human populations and economies. Examples of recent viral outbreaks are H5N1 avian influenza and SARS. The extent of a viral outbreak depends, among other things, on currently available diagnostic capabilities. Existing methods like polymerase chain reaction (PCR)[@CR47], branched-chain DNA (bDNA) tests[@CR48], and enzyme-linked immunosorbent assay (ELISA)[@CR49] are very sensitive, but have some major drawbacks. These techniques are very labor-intensive and require time-consuming sample preparation procedures. Therefore these techniques may have limited use for rapid responses in case of serious viral outbreaks. This drawback has motivated the development of many alternative techniques that may overcome the limitations of the existing methods. Among these, label-free detection schemes such as Raman[@CR50], [@CR51], rupture event scanning[@CR52], nanowires[@CR53], microring resonators[@CR10], and cantilever based techniques[@CR54], [@CR55] are among the most promising. The YI sensor described here also is a good candidate for rapid viral detection.

The possibility to use the YI sensor for virus detection was explored by monitoring the interaction between ?-HSV-1 gG antibody and HSV-1 virus particles. To this end, channel 1 was coated with protein pA as described in Sect. [10.4.2](#Sec13){ref-type="sec"} followed by the immobilization of a ?-HSV-1 gG layer on the sensing surface of channel 1. Channel 4 was used as a reference channel. Finally a solution with HSV-1 virus particles at a concentration of 10^5^ particles/ml was added to channel 1. Figure[10.2](#Fig2){ref-type="fig"} shows the phase change measured between channel 1 and reference channel 4, clearly demonstrating the detection of virus particles by the YI sensor (Fig. [10.15](#Fig15){ref-type="fig"}).Fig. 10.15Virus detection test. Sensor signal (phase change) measured between channel 1 and the reference channel for the immobilization of anti-HSV-1 glycoprotein G monoclonal antibody layer on the sensing surface of channel 1 (?*?* ~HSV-1\ gG~) and the binding of HSV-1 particles to this layer (?*?* ~HSV-1~). Reprinted from Ref. 28 with permission[@CR28]. © 2008 American Chemical Society

As a next step, the dynamic range and the sensitivity of the sensor was explored. Solutions with varying viral concentrations, ranging from 8.5 × 10^2^ to 8.5 × 10^6^ particles/ml were analyzed by measuring the corresponding phase changes when applied to the measuring channel of the sensor. The concentration range used corresponds to the classification "very low" to "very high" in terms of the viral load[@CR56]. The result of this experiment is shown in Fig. [10.16](#Fig16){ref-type="fig"}a and demonstrates that a large dynamic range of at least 4 orders of magnitude is achieved, covering the entire clinically relevant concentration range.Fig. 10.16Measurement of different HSV-1 concentrations and detection in serum. (**a**) Phase change measured for different concentrations of HSV-1 sample solutions in PBS applied in the measuring channel of the YI sensor (*filled triangle*). *Solid line* is a linear-fit of the experimental data, *?* represents the phase change measured for HSV-1 diluted in serum (see Fig. 16b), *dashed line* indicates the phase detection limit of the sensor. (**b**) Sensor response due to the binding of HSV-1 diluted in serum. Final concentration of HSV-1 was 10^5^ particles/ml. The total signal is estimated to be ?*?* ~virus\ in\ serum~ = 0.37 fringes, consistent with results obtained in PBS (see *?* in Fig. 16a). Reprinted from Ref. 28 with permission. © 2008 American Chemical Society

Finally, the specificity of the virus sensor was addressed by detecting virus particles suspended in complex samples such as human blood serum. To do so, HSV-1 virus particles were spiked into human blood serum at a concentration of 10^5^ particles/ml. The response of the sensor to the application of the HSV-1/serum sample is shown in Fig. 10.1007/978-0-387-98063-8_4\#Fig4. Here we first added serum (with no virus particles present) to the measuring channel, which was followed by adding virus-containing serum. The results as shown in Fig. 4.4b, clearly demonstrates the feasibility to detect the binding of HSV-1 in the presence of serum. The observed phase change is in good agreement with the measurement of HSV-1 in buffer as indicated in Fig.[10.16](#Fig16){ref-type="fig"}a. To further confirm the specificity of HSV-1--?-HSV-1 gG interaction, a control experiment in which no antibody was immobilized in the measuring channel was performed. No response was measured when the virus solution in serum was applied (graph not shown), indicating the specificity of HSV-1--?-HSV-1 gG interaction. These results show the possibility to specifically detect capture of HSV-1 particles, even at very low particle concentrations and at a low number of virus particles.

In the clinically relevant concentration range[@CR56] the relation between the response of the sensor and the viral concentration is linear (a linear fit through the data points in Fig.[10.16](#Fig16){ref-type="fig"}a gives a correlation coefficient of 0.98) facilitating easy virus concentration predictions with a calibrated sensor. Furthermore, even at the lowest measured virus concentration (850 particles/ml) a high signal-to-noise ratio of 2 × 10^2^ (at a bandwidth of 0.1 Hz) is achieved. Therefore it is predicted that the current YI sensor is able to detect even much lower concentrations. An estimation of the number of captured HSV-1 particles can be made given the size (150--200 nm)[@CR57] and the refractive index (?1.41)[@CR58]. This results in a phase change of ?1.1 × 10^?4^ fringes ?for the binding of a single virus particle. From this estimation it is derived that for the lowest measured concentration ?700 virus particles were detected with an average binding rate of 1 virus every 4 s. Given the detection limit of the sensor (10^?4^ fringes) it can be argued that the capture of a single virus particle at the sensor surface might yield a detectable signal.

The YI sensor also enables specific detection of virus particles in human blood serum. Even though there is a background signal caused by nonspecific binding of serum proteins, the signal due to binding of virus particles is readily detected. Although the background remains a drawback of this approach, alternative detection schemes with the YI sensor such as the use of differential phase change information from different measuring channels may be applied to reduce the influence of the background considerably. Moreover, attention should be paid to improvement of the measuring channel coatings, which should result in further reduction of the background.

?Multianalyte Detection {#Sec16}
-----------------------

Having demonstrated the possibility to use the IO YI as an immunosensor, in this section the multipurpose feature of the sensor is shown by monitoring more than one analyte simultaneously. These tests are performed by immobilizing different receptor layers in adjacent measuring channels and monitoring the sensor response to different analyte solutions. To do so, antihuman serum albumin (?-HSA; Sigma-Aldrich, St. Louis, MO, United States) was immobilized in channel 1 by flowing a 200 ?g/ml ?-HSA solution prepared in PBS. In channel 2, ?-HSV-1 gG was immobilized. Next, a solution of 50 ?g/ml human serum albumin (HSA; Sigma-Aldrich, St. Louis, MO, United States) in PBS was simultaneously applied in channels 1 and 2 and after approximately 30 min, flow was changed back to PBS for both channels. The observed binding curves are shown in Fig.[10.17](#Fig17){ref-type="fig"} (graphs A1 and A2, respectively). After achievement of a stable baseline, a 10^5^ particles/ml HSV-1 solution was flowed in both channels (see B1 and B2 in Fig.[10.17](#Fig17){ref-type="fig"}, respectively). The observation that a response is measured only for the ?-HSA-HSA and ?-HSV-1 gG-HSV-1 interactions is a clear indication that the signals are caused by specific interactions and that crossreactivity between coatings is negligible.Fig. 10.17Specific detection of HSV-1. Phase changes ?*?*14 and ?*?*24 in the four-channel YI sensor as a function of time during several processes. HSA solution was first flowed through channels 1 and 2 simultaneously (A1 and A2). Next, after washing with PBS, HSV-1 solution was flowed in channels 1 and 2 simultaneously (B1 and B2); PBS was continuously flowed in reference channel 4. Thus, the four graphs show the following interactions: (A1) ?-HSA-HSA, (A2) ?-HSV-1 gG-HSA, (B1) ?-HSA-HSV-1, (B2) ?-HSV-1 gG-HSV-1. Note that initial phases in A1 and A2 were shifted to 0 for clarity. Reprinted from Ref. 28 with permission.[@CR28] © 2008 American Chemical Society

?A Hybrid YI-Sensor Microfluidic Chip {#Sec17}
=====================================

The main advantages of the current YI sensor are that it is extremely sensitive, is a label-free technique, has multiplexing capabilities, and allows for a compact design. As such it is a good candidate for the development of a reliable handheld device that can be used in the field to quickly and easily detect, e.g., viruses from either human or animal body fluid samples. To this end the integration of the chip with microfluidic sample handling would strongly enhance the robustness and compactness of the sensor.

Figure [10.18](#Fig18){ref-type="fig"} shows a four-channel YI sensor chip integrated with a microfluidic system[@CR42]. The microfluidic system was designed such that each measuring channel can be addressed individually. The channels are fabricated in a transparent glass plate with cross-sectional dimensions of 200 ?m × 15 ?m. The glass plate is glued onto the IO-chip using a UV curable resin. A major advantage of the microfluidic system over the cuvette system is, apart from the improved robustness of the sensor, the strongly enhanced time-response of the sensor. Experiments on monitoring the antihuman serum albumin/human serum albumin immunoreaction show that the response time of the sensor of 100 s achieved with a bulky cuvette, is reduced to 4 s (at similar sample flow). This improvement is due to the much smaller dimensions of the microfluidic channels compared to those of the cuvette. Reduced dimensions, especially the height of the flow channel, imply higher flow velocities at the sample-sensor surface interface and shorter diffusion times of molecules/analytes. Both aspects improve the time-response of the sensor. In addition the total sample volume required is also strongly reduced from the sub-ml to the ?l range.Fig. 10.18Hybrid sensing platform obtained by bonding a glass microfluidic system to an IO four-channel YI chip. (**a**) *Top-view* of the microfluidic system. The optical chip contains configurations of YI sensor structure, which have different distances between their output channels, resulting in a different length of splitting function, manifested by different starting positions of the first Y-junction (see S in **a**). (**b**) *Close-view* micrograph of microfluidic channel 1, 2, and 3. (**c**) *Close-view* micrograph showing the light propagating through waveguide channel 1, 2, 3, and 4, and the microfluidic channel 2 addressing the sensing window of the waveguide channel 2. Ii and Oi indicate the input and output, respectively, of microfluidic channel *i*, addressing the *i*th bundle of sensing windows. Dimensions of the microfluidic sensing system are 63 mm × 24 mm. (**a**) is reprinted from Ref. 42 with permission. © 2008 Elsevier. (**b**) and (**c**) are reprinted from Ref. 59 with permission. © 2008 Expert Reviews Ltd

?Discussion and Conclusions {#Sec18}
===========================

As demonstrated, the YI sensor can be used to detect analytes such as proteins and viruses with a very high sensitivity. The sensitivity obtained with, the 4-channel YI sensor is ?20 fg/mm^2^ with, ?2 orders of magnitude higher than other label-free sensor techniques such as the well established SPR sensor[@CR60]. Additional experiments with a two-channel YI sensor with longer interaction lengths (20 mm rather that 4 mm) show an even higher sensitivity of ?1 fg/mm^2^ [@CR41]. Moreover, the YI sensor is simple, easy to use, and compact, providing excellent possibilities for development of portable point-of-care devices. The detectable concentrations of analytes in a sample approach those required in clinical diagnostics assays, which could be an attractive market for these types of sensors. This is further motivated by the ability to integrate the sensor with efficient microfluidic-based fluid delivery systems[@CR42], resulting in a much faster time response of the sensor. In addition, the sensor manufacturing technology is suitable for mass production, allowing important scale-based costs reduction.

The high sensitivity of the sensor that is demonstrated is obviously very promising. However, to be suitable for application in the field of clinical diagnostics assays the sensor also has to specific. The sensor signal should only be sensitive to the binding of the analyte of interest and not to other molecules or viruses in the sample. Therefore it is extremely important that these types of sensors are tested with clinically relevant samples. Specificity of the sensor thus strongly depends on the "chemical" coating of the sensor surface. The use of a pA-based coating was used to successfully detect HSV-1 viruses in human blood serum (this work) at clinically relevant concentrations. More recently it was shown that tuberculosis-specific antibodies can be detected with a YI sensor in undiluted human blood serum[@CR39]. The availability of antibodies with high-specificity and low crossreactivity for relevant antigens, combined with these results suggest that YI-based sensors can combine very high sensitivity with good specificity and therefore provide a solid foundation for further development of YI sensors for clinical diagnostic assays.
